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The „European Green Deal“ – An introduction
Creating synergies between programmes
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Annual sustainable growth strategy:
A new economic narrative
Main tool for setting the general economic and
employment priorities for the EU at the
beginning of each European Semester cycle

The European Green Deal
17-12-19 Annual sustainable
growth strategy
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14-10-20
Chemicals strategy
A zero pollution ambition
for a toxic-free environment
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20-05-20 Biodiversity and ‚Farm
to Fork‘ strategies
From ‘Farm to Fork’: a fair,
healthy and environmentally
friendly food system

Accelerating the shift to
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In the Commission work
programme 2021
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Policy initiatives and funding programmes – what‘s next?
Legislative initiatives

Financing programmes

Go through discussions in EP and
Direct impact on priorities of
Council – see Climate law agreement programmes 2021-27 – even if
in EP, yet no position in Council
proposal were drafted earlier
Many concrete initiatives to be
launched in 2021/22, presented to EP
And Member States and conclude
within the mandate of the
Commission (2024)

No agreement on ‚Multiannual
Financial Framework‘ and ‚Recovery
and Resilience Fund‘ (€750Mrd – 40%
Green Transformation)
Independent investment strategy of
EIB (new ‚Climate bank‘)

Supporting innovation and a transformation
of society

‚Green Deal‘ in Horizon Europe
Formal
• 35% climate expenditure
(Rio-marker system)

• Cluster structure 2-3
clusters ‚Green Deal‘ but
also cross-cutting (i.e. in
EIC)

Pillar 2 - Clusters

Global challenges and industrial competitiveness
6 Clusters – +50% of Horizon Europe budgets
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Formal
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• ‘Missions’

A Climate Resilient Europe - Prepare Europe for climate
disruptions and accelerate the transformation to a climate
resilient and just Europe by 2030

Mission Starfish
2030: Restore our
Ocean and Waters

Conquering
Cancer: Mission
Possible

From ‘mission
areas’ to
Missions
100 ClimateNeutral Cities by
2030 - by and for
the citizens

Caring for Soil
is Caring for
Life

‚Green Deal‘ in Horizon Europe
Formal

Political

Academic / challenge

• Cluster structure 2-3
clusters ‚Green Deal‘ but
also cross-cutting (i.e. in
EIC)

• Legal base drafted on
SDG-thinking

• Do we have sufficient and
operational concepts of
systems‘ transition?

• 35% climate expenditure
(Rio-marker system)

• European Semester
brings ‚Competitive
sustainability‘ vs. ‘old’
competitiveness

• ‘Missions’

‚twin transitions‘

Horizon Europe
Strategic Plan 21-24 &
workprogramme 21/22

{

(Green & digital)

• ‚Resilience‘
(Coronavirus-crisis)

}

• Old: technology->
competitive advantage ->
growth -> clean-up and
redistribute New: ??
• How will it reflect in
calls / topics?
-> impact orientation
-> search for synergies
with other programmes

Embracing ‚transitions‘ in Horizon, Cohesion and
Recovery funding

Innovating
technologies or
‚innovating sociotechnological
systems‘? – regional
value chains

R&I ‚Impact pathways‘
in the twin transition –
High tech has catalyst
for transformation
‘precision agriculture’ &
competitive
sustainability

The Citizen & innovation

The local face of SDGs
A ‘just transition’ !
Citizen Science
‘testbeds’ – living labs

Transitions need
comprehensive support
• Horizon Europe
• Transnational excellence for tech
development (niche) & networking;
further from commercial
investment (longer timeframes)

• Recovery funding & InvestEU
• System transition in the region

• Cohesion & Just transition fund
• Deliberation, conflict avoidance &
resultion, strategic investment

Derk Loorbach, Niki Frantzeskaki, and Flor Avelino Sustainability Transitions Research: Transforming Science
and Practice for Societal change; Annu. Rev. Environ. Resour. 42 (1), 599–626

Collaborate !
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